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1. Introduction

The gastrointestinal (GI) tract plays a crucial role in the
human body as a naturally evolved interface between the body
and its environment. Ingestible electronics perform surgical-free
screenings and diagnoses within the GI tract and have been pro-
posed since 1957.[1–4] Recent advancements have demonstrated

the ability to integrate ingestible electronics
with sensing, actuation, and drug delivery
capabilities, with several examples that
have been FDA approved and are in clinical
use.[5–8] For example, the pill-shaped
PillCam provides access to areas of the
GI tract that are challenging or infeasible
via endoscopic procedures.[8] However,
the size of an ingestible device is funda-
mentally constrained to enable swallowing
(e.g., PillCam SB 3 has a diameter of
11.4 mm and a length of 26.2 mm)[9] and
to mitigate the risks of unexpected reten-
tion (1.4% for conventional capsule endo-
scopes)[10] or intestinal obstruction that
requires surgical interventions. The limita-
tion in size constrains the possible func-
tionalities that can be integrated into an
ingestible system, especially since active
components such as microelectronics are
rigid and planar parts that have to be
assembled into the system. For example,
most ingestible electronics do not have
the ability to be actively transported toward
target regions of interest.[8]

Indeed, integrating functionalities into ingestible, untethered
robots with active locomotion capabilities can enable a broader
range of surgical-free diagnostic and treatment strategies.[11–15]

Earlier research has demonstrated a wide range of loco-
motion strategies for small-scale robots, including legged,[16,17]

rolling,[18–21] peristaltic (i.e., earthworm-like),[22–28]

undulatory,[29–31] crawling,[32–43] and other motions.[6,44–52]

Among the demonstrated mechanisms, magnetically controlled
actuation is particularly promising because it does not require
onboard power or control systems,[45] freeing critically needed
space for additional functional integration.

Recent advances have demonstrated the ability of miniature
magnetic crawlers to actively transport cargo in complex and con-
fined systems, such as the GI tract, by leveraging magnetic fields
to induce locomotion. For instance, Zhao et al. demonstrated a
magnetic origami robot that crawled by in-plane contraction[22]

where the anisotropic friction on the robot’s feet enabled forward
locomotion that can be steered. Nevertheless, the need for ani-
sotropic friction on the feet also precluded bidirectional locomo-
tion in a confined space, such as in a lumen, where reversing
direction by turning in place is challenging. Other recent works
demonstrated entirely-soft crawlers with impressive multi-gait
bending locomotion that could transport objects by gripping
and direct attachment,[53–55] including cargos 20 times their mass
and three times their volume.[53] Nevertheless, integrating the
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The integration of an ingestible dosage form with sensing, actuation, and drug
delivery capabilities can enable a broad range of surgical-free diagnostic and
treatment strategies. However, the gastrointestinal (GI) tract is a highly con-
strained and complex luminal construct that fundamentally limits the size of an
ingestible system. Recent advancements in mesoscale magnetic crawlers have
demonstrated the ability to effectively traverse complex and confined systems by
leveraging magnetic fields to induce contraction and bending-based locomotion.
However, the integration of functional components (e.g., electronics) in the pro-
posed ingestible system remains fundamentally challenging. Herein, the creation
of a centralized compartment in a magnetic robot by imparting localized flexibility
(MR-LF) is demonstrated. The centralized compartment enables MR-LF to be
readily integrated with modular functional components and payloads, such as
commercial off-the-shelf electronics and medication, while preserving its bidirec-
tionality in an ingestible form factor. The ability of MR-LF to incorporate electronics,
perform drug delivery, guide continuum devices such as catheters, and navigate
air–water environments in confined lumens is demonstrated. The MR-LF enables
functional integration to create a highly integrated ingestible system that can
ultimately address a broad range of unmet clinical needs.
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existing crawlers with modular electronics is challenging due to
the planar and rigid nature of electronics that will impede the
robot’s bending motions.

Other recent works demonstrated axisymmetric crawler
robots with flexible bodies and magnetic feet. Importantly, the
robots were capable of bidirectional undulatory or inchworm-like
locomotion in confined lumens when actuated by an external
rotating magnetic dipole.[38–40] The nonuniform fields of the
actuation mechanism could facilitate clinical use, as utilizing a
rotating permanent magnet eliminates the need to surround
the patient with coils.[39] Nevertheless, the crawler lacked a
centralized space necessary for functional integration without
disrupting the robot’s locomotion.

Here, we demonstrate a magnetic robot with localized flexibil-
ity (MR-LF), which includes a centralized compartment for func-
tional integration. The compartment is created by localizing the
body flexibility of a flexible magnetic crawler in the previous
work,[38–40] while preserving the robot’s ingestible size and
bidirectional locomotion characteristics. The availability of a
centralized compartment enables MR-LF to be readily integrated
withmodular functional components, such as commercial off-the-
shelf electronics, and payloads, such as medication. Ultimately,
we envision that the integration of sensing, actuation, and drug
delivery capabilities into an ingestible robot can address a broad
range of unmet clinical needs.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Body Flexibility

To create an ingestible bidirectional robot with a centralized com-
partment for functional integration, we build upon the design of

recent work by Abbott et al. and Leang et al., where they demon-
strated soft endoluminal robots with impressive bidirectional
locomotion in confined lumens.[38–40] The robots were actuated
by a rotating permanent magnet above the robot’s path. The
rotating nonuniform (dipole) magnetic field rotates the robot’s
feet and flexes the body to generate a periodic gait. The actuator
magnet rotation direction dictated the robot locomotion direc-
tion.[39] However, the magnetic robot in the previous work does
not have a centralized compartment for functional integration
(hereafter referred to as “magnetic robot with distributed
flexibility” [MR-DF]) as its gait motion relies on the flexibility
of its entire body.

Here, we create a centralized compartment by localizing the
body flexibility of the soft robot and demonstrate the MR-LF
design preserves the bidirectional locomotion characteristics
and ingestible form factor (Figure 1). Specifically, we modified
the robot geometry to localize bending to small regions, or flex-
ures, near each foot to convert the remaining central body length
into a compartment for functional integration. We actuate the
robot using a cylindrical permanent magnet at a fixed position
rotating at an angular velocity ω (Figure 1D). The locomotion
of MR-DF was shown to primarily depend on body flexibility
and foot rotation induced by the magnetic field of the actuator
magnet.[40] Thus, to preserve locomotion, the MR-LF flexure
geometry was designed to yield the same foot flexion angle as
the MR-DF control under an applied torque. The length of the
MR-LF flexure was selected as 2mm to provide sufficient length
for bending while preventing contact between the foot and
compartment, and the diameter was calculated to be 3.6 mm
(details in Experimental Section).

The foot flexion of the MR-LF and the MR-DF control was
compared using physical half-robot models mounted at a set
location (x¼ 0, ya¼ 11 cm) in the magnetic field of the actuator

Figure 1. Actuation and locomotion of MR-LF. A) A magnetic robot with localized flexibility (MR-LF) navigating through a biological lumen. Rotation of
the actuator dipole induces the body bending used for locomotion. B) Image of fingers holding the fabricated MR-LF. Scale bar: 10 mm. C) Cross-section
illustrations of MR-DF and MR-LF compared to the ingestible PillCam SB 3 capsule endoscopy device. MR-DF: magnetic robot with distributed flexibility.
D) Schematic of the experiment setup. A robot in a confined channel is actuated by a rotating actuator magnet at a distance ya relative to the robot’s initial
position (x¼ 0, y¼ 0). E) Illustrations (left) and side-view image compositions (right) of an MR-DF (top) and an MR-LF (bottom), both having a mass of
2.55 g. Images demonstrate similar locomotion at ya¼ 11 cm with time and step number labels and a displacement scale below. F) Comparison of the
initial speed (average speed of the first ten steps) of an MR-DF (black data) with an MR-LF (red data), both having a mass of 2.55 g. Boxes show the
25–75% range, whiskers indicate min-max, and markers indicate mean (n¼ 5).
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magnet. Data of the foot flexion angle across the actuator magnet
orientation and images of the maximum andminimum angles are
shown in Figure 2. The minimum foot flexion of both models was
the same (θf ¼�21.1°), while the maximum flexion of MR-DF
(23.4°) was slightly higher than MR-LF (21.2°). The MR-LF data
closely match MR-DF across the entire actuator magnet rotation,
which indicates that the methods to localize body flexibility were
successful at reducing the bending region length while preserving
foot flexion. The slight increase of maximum angle for MR-DF
(10%) was expected, as the longer bending length of the MR-DF
model caused the foot to be closer to the actuator magnet and thus
experience a higher magnetic field strength than the MR-LF
model. The difference could also be caused by expected imperfec-
tions in the model placement or simplifications in the theoretical
calculations, such as neglecting the effect of bending in the mate-
rial used to join the soft MR-LF flexure and rigid compartment.

A comparison of small-scale, flexible magnetic robots is
included in Table S1, Supporting Information. In contrast to
our work, the prior robots have not leveraged localized flexibility
to create a centralized compartment that is capable of enhancing
the robot’s functionality without affecting its gait or increasing its
form factor.

Here we also note that, consistent with the prior work, an upper
limit exists for the body flexibility of MR-DF (which depends on
body diameter, body length, and material stiffness) to prevent
the robot body from buckling due to the attraction between mag-
nets of the opposite feet.[40] Here, by introducing a rigid segment
as the compartment that prevents the buckling, the MR-LF design
can in principle have a longer body, lower material stiffness, and
smaller flexure diameter than MR-DF designs, which could
increase robot step size, and hence, speed.[40] Additionally,
increasing the body length of the MR-LF design could enlarge
the compartment and thus increase functionality.

2.2. Robot and Compartment Size

To evaluate robot and compartment size, the robot’s outer
geometry was compared to existing ingestible devices and the

compartment was compared to recent work. We report that
the geometry changes did not affect the overall size of MR-LF,
as the outer diameter (12mm) and length (25mm) were the
same as the MR-DF control, whose dimensions are based on
a robot in previous work.[38] These dimensions are comparable
to commercial capsule endoscopy devices such as the PillCam SB
3 (diameter 11.4 mm, length 26.2mm)[9] and PillCam Colon 2
(diameter 11.6 mm, length 32.3mm),[56] suggesting the robot
could be feasibly used as an ingestible device at the current scale
(Figure 1C). Further scaling down MR-LF is facilitated by the low
part count (six total parts), bending-type actuation, and commer-
cial availability of permanent magnets with diameters lower than
1mm. Additive manufacturing processes could also enable
future advances and miniaturization.[57–65]

Approximately half of previous small-scale, flexible magnetic
robots demonstrated cargo transportation capabilities (see
Table S1, Supporting Information), including impressive reports
of robots capable of transporting cargos 20 times the robot
body weight and three times the robot volume,[53] and more than
100 times robot body weight.[66] However, only five identified
robots[22,34,53,54,67] included an internal compartment.
Advantages of a compartment include easier integration and pro-
tection in harsh environments.

The MR-LF central compartment has an internal volume of
300mm3 (length: 7.8 mm, diameter: 7mm) which comprises
17% of the robot’s volume (1725mm3). In comparison, most of
the prior robots with compartments have smaller compartment-
to-robot volume ratios (Table S1, Supporting Information).
While some previous works have demonstrated a similar order
of compartment-to-robot ratio, these demonstrations are limited
to the millimeter length scale that is not compatible with the goal
of ingestible electronics. For example, a millimeter-scale
multigait magnetic robot[54] has a compartment volume of
2.5� 10�2 mm3, which is 120 000 times smaller than the com-
partment in MR-LF. Another example leverages a magnetically
actuated cylindrical compartment[53] with a compartment-to-
robot ratio of �36% but with a �500 times smaller volume than
MR-LF. In another example, a recent ingestible magnetic origami
crawler[22] demonstrated a compartment for a cargo volume that
is 12.5� smaller than MR-LF(24mm3, �7% of robot volume)
that is not centralized (3.5% on each robot end) and requires
fixed-free mounting to preserve actuation. In summary, in
contrast to previous works, MR-LF localized flexibility endows
the device with a large (300mm3) centralized compartment that
can be integrated with functional modules (e.g., electronics)
within an ingestible form factor (Table S1, Supporting
Information).

We remark that as the robot gets smaller, the separation
distance between the magnets in the robot decreases. A smaller
separation distance can decrease the effectiveness of locomotion
as it increases interactions between robot magnets and affects
the phase shift between the rotation of the robot feet, which
enables locomotion in a deterministic direction. While the actu-
ation method is anticipated to remain effective, several design
variables of the magnetic and structural design, including the
strength of the actuator and robot magnets, material stiffness,
and offset distance, would need to be modulated accordingly
to maintain dynamic similarity for miniaturization in future
studies.

Figure 2. Comparison of body flexibility between the MR-DF and MR-LF
designs. A) Foot flexion angle (θf ), as a function of actuator magnet ori-
entation (θa) for half-robots at x¼ 0, ya¼ 11 cm. The amplitude of data
sets indicates the foot’s flexibility. B) Images of half-robots at their maxi-
mum (left) and minimum (right) foot flexion.
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2.3. Effect of Geometry on Speed

To investigate the effect of localizing flexibility on locomotion
speed, experiments were performed using an MR-DF and an
MR-LF with an equal mass (2.55 g). In each experiment, the robot
was placed in a confined channel and actuated by a rotating
actuator magnet at x¼ 0, y¼ ya (Figure 1D). The rotation of
the actuator magnet about the �z axis induced locomotion in
the þx direction due to the phase shift in time-varying torque
on the robot feet.[38] A range of ya values was studied because
existing literature reported a relationship between ya and
locomotion.[38]

Results show that the average initial speed (average speed for
the first ten steps of locomotion) of MR-LF was faster than the
MR-DF control at every ya offset (Figure 1F). At ya¼ 11 cm, the
robots had the closest speeds (difference of 3%) and exhibited
their fastest average initial speed (MR-DF: 6.61mm rev�1,
MR-LF: 6.82mm rev�1). The largest difference (299%) and slow-
est average initial speed for both designs were at ya¼ 15 cm
(MR-DF: 0.34mm rev�1, MR-LF: 1.37mm rev�1). As anticipated,
the closeness in robot speeds is likely due to the comparable
foot flexion between the designs (0% difference in minimum,
10% difference in maximum foot flexion). The superior
performance of MR-LF, which had an average initial speed of
0.21–2.27mm rev�1 faster than MR-DF across all ya, may be
due to an expected difference in mass distribution between the
robots or the 10% reduction in maximum foot flexion. The close-
ness in locomotion performance between the MR-DF andMR-LF
designs and the superiority of MR-LF across all ya is exciting
because it demonstrates that localizing flexibility yielded a
3–299% increase in speed while also freeing up space for an
internal compartment (300 mm3) for functional integration.

In the experiments, the robot’s locomotion away from the
actuator magnet was consistent with prior literature[40] to

demonstrate the feasibility of locomotion against the attraction
forces between the robot and actuator. In practice, robot speed
and endurance can be improved by having the robot travel toward
the actuator magnet and actively modulating the separation
between the actuator and robot.

2.4. Effect of Robot Mass on Speed

To investigate how the increased mass of functional components
and payloads within the compartment affects locomotion speed,
experiments were performed using MR-LF with varying mass
(2.55, 2.87, 3.5, and 4.43 g). Comparison between plots shows
that, in general, increasing MR-LF mass increases the initial
speed at smaller ya values and lowers the initial speed at larger
ya values within the studied ya range (Figure 3A). At the smallest
offset (ya¼ 9 cm), the heaviest MR-LF (4.43 g) exhibited the fast-
est average initial speed (9.01mm rev�1), while the other MR-LFs
were unable to exhibit effective locomotion (discussed in the
next section). Conversely, at the largest offset (ya¼ 15 cm), the
heaviest MR-LF (4.43 g) exhibited a low average speed
(0.02mm rev�1), while the 2.55 and 2.87 g MR-LFs had average
speeds greater than 1.0 mm rev�1. The difference in speeds is
due to the mass of the robots, as robots with higher mass can
resist a higher lift force that is generated by a higher magnetic
field strength, which we discuss in detail in Section 2.5.

Our results have also demonstrated that MR-LF achieved loco-
motion even with a mass greater than existing capsule endoscopy
devices (PillCam SB 3: 3.0 g, PillCam Colon 2: 2.9 g).[9,56] Indeed,
the heaviest robot in our experiments exhibited the fastest aver-
age initial speed (9.01mm rev�1), and results show that increas-
ing robot mass can improve locomotion speed and change the ya
for the fastest locomotion. To further investigate this mecha-
nism, we study the effect of magnetic field strength on locomo-
tion as described in the next section.

Figure 3. Effect of robot mass and actuation distance on locomotion. A) Initial speed of MR-LF with various masses across ya offsets (box colors). Boxes
show the 25–75% range, whiskers indicate min-max, and mean values are connected by a black line (n¼ 5). A comparison between plots shows the effect
of mass on speed. B) Schematic showing total actuation distance (da), calculated as the diagonal distance from the actuator magnet center to the robot
center. C,D) Total actuation distance (da) as a function of step number for C) the MR-LF and D) MR-DF designs across ya distances (line color). Trials of
ya¼ 10–14 cm converge within a span of da (indicated by brackets and denoted da*), which corresponds to the minimum field strength needed for
locomotion.
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2.5. Effect of Magnetic Field Strength on Locomotion

To investigate how magnetic field strength influences locomo-
tion, we examine the locomotion data represented as total
actuation distance (da, Figure 3B) with respect to step number
(Figure 3C,D). Representing robot locomotion as da facilitates
comparison between robots tested at different ya offsets because
robots experience the same time-varying magnetic field strength
at the same da. We note that both the strength and direction
of the magnetic field vary during actuation due to the rotation of
the actuator magnet (magnetic field strength plots in Figure S1,
Supporting Information).

The data in Figure 3 show that, in general, smaller ya caused
an increase in speed due to the higher magnetic field strength
and thus stronger actuation at smaller ya until an upper limit
where the high magnetic field strength lifts the robot’s feet from
the bottom of the lumen for the entire step. As expected from this
observation, increasing the robot mass can increase the upper
magnetic field strength limit, as shown by the data for MR-LF
4.43 g, which performed the fastest locomotion at ya¼ 9 cm.

As the field strength approaches the upper limit, a slight
perturbation or changes in conditions at this field strength
(e.g., inherent variation of motion) can result in a significant var-
iation of the speed as the robot will either produce the largest
speed due to the highest field strength or a near-zero speed
due to the loss of contact with the bottom of the lumen. The mag-
netic field strength at ya¼ 10 cm (10.32mT, xa¼ 0, θa¼ 90°)

appears to be near the upper limit for three robots (MR-DF,
MR-LF 2.55 g, and MR-LF 2.87 g). Indeed, at ya¼ 10 cm with
the same experimental condition, each of these three robots
exhibited effective gait with high speeds in some trials but were
lifted and resulted in near-zero speed in other trials due to inher-
ent variations in conditions and motion. This significant varia-
tion in speeds, which is evident in the ya¼ 10 data in
Figure 3 and S3, Supporting Information, caused the large error
in the average speed at ya¼ 10.

From the data in Figure 3C,D, we also observe that after 40
steps, all trials between ya¼ 10–14 cm converge within a span
of da (denoted da*). We hypothesize that robots stopped traveling
within da* because the time-average field strength of the actuator
magnet near the mean of da* was unable to overcome the forces
(e.g., friction) impeding locomotion. Further, the mean of the
data within da* decreased with increased MR-LF mass (e.g.,
2.55 g: 14.37 cm, 4.43 g: 13.22 cm), suggesting that a heavier
robot requires a higher magnetic field strength to move.
The ya¼ 9 cm trials for the heaviest MR-LF (4.43 g) also converge
within da* because its increased mass enabled it to move at the
higher magnetic field strength at ya¼ 9 cm.

2.6. Gait Type

To analyze the locomotion characteristics of MR-DF and MR-LF,
the gait type for the first ten steps (five seconds) of each experi-
ment trial was identified and organized in the table in Figure 4A.

Figure 4. MR-DF and MR-LF gait type. A) Table showing the gait exhibited by robots in their first ten steps as a function of ya (rows) and robot type and
mass (columns). Complete descriptions of each gait type are included in the main text. B) Representative side-view image sequences of data underlined in
A during the second step of the 2.55 g MR-DF (left columns) and the 2.55 g MR-LF (right columns) robots for the run, walk, and crawl gaits. The
approximate θa and corresponding step percentage are included on the left. The length of the displayed step and the initial speed (average speed
for the first ten steps) are labeled below the image sequences. Red vertical lines are aligned with the robot’s leading foot at θa¼ 0° to show the distance
traveled during the step. Scale bars: 10mm.
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Gait was classified into five categories: run, walk, crawl, no travel,
and inhibited (images during one step of the run, walk, and crawl
gaits are shown in Figure 4B). In the “run” gait, both robot feet
were simultaneously off the ground at some instances during
locomotion; in the “walk” gait, only one foot was off the ground
at a time; and in the “crawl” gait, both feet stayed in contact with
the ground. If the robot was unable to move more than 10mm
during the 60 s test and remained in contact with the bottom of
the lumen, the gait is defined as “no travel.” If the robot was lifted
and unable to move due to the lifting forces of the actuator mag-
net, the gait is defined as “inhibited.” We reported the gait type
exhibited during a majority of the first ten steps as, in some
cases, the differences between gait types could be subtle. We
reported a combination of gait types in cases (e.g., during tran-
sition) where the robot exhibited an approximately equal ratio of
two gait types.

The data in Figure 4A show a relationship between gait type
and ya. For instance, trials at larger ya (13 to 15 cm) exhibited the
“crawl” gait where both feet remain on the ground, and trials at
smaller ya (9–12 cm) exhibited gaits where feet are lifted off the
ground (e.g., run, walk) due to the higher magnetic field
strength. Moreover, as the mass of MR-LF increased, a higher
magnetic field strength (i.e., smaller ya) was required to produce
the same gait type. For instance, at ya¼ 12 cm, the lightest MR-
LF exhibited a “walk” gait, while the heaviest MR-LF exhibited a
“crawl” gait. As noted in the previous section, the high magnetic
field strength at ya¼ 9 cm caused all robots except the 4.43 g MR-
LF to be lifted to the top of the channel and exhibit an “inhibited”

gait. Similarly, the magnetic field strength at ya¼ 10 cm resulted
in an “inhibited” gait during some of the experiments (“IR*” clas-
sification applied when effective run gait began after the tenth
step). Due to this transition between “run” and “inhibited” gait
at high field strengths, the “run” gait may not be as desirable as
the “walk” or “crawl” gaits if the goal is to maintain consistent
robot locomotion. The gait characteristics and analysis presented
here can inform future studies where a particular target gait can
be achieved, refined, and tailored for a specific application.

Representative images, shown in Figure 4B, demonstrate the
“run,” “walk,” and “crawl” gait types of the MR-DF and the
MR-LF of equal mass (2.55 g). A comparison between the images
demonstrates that localizing flexibility enabled the creation
of a centralized compartment without impeding the robot’s
locomotion characteristics (Figure 4B, Movie S1–S3, Supporting
Information).

2.7. Functional Integration and Payload Transportation

The ability to integrate modular components and payloads can
functionalize ingestible magnetic crawler robots with advanced
sensing, actuation, and drug delivery capabilities that can ulti-
mately enable a broad range of surgical-free diagnostic and treat-
ment strategies. Here we show that the centralized compartment
in MR-LF enables the integration of modular electronic compo-
nents (Figure 5A and Movie S4, Supporting Information), which
are otherwise challenging to integrate into soft robots due to their
rigid and planar architectures. The MR-LF compartment also

Figure 5. Functional integration and payload transportation with MR-LF. White arrows indicate crawling direction. A,B) Side-view image compositions of
MR-LF bidirectional locomotion in a rigid confined channel (ID: 19mm) with A) electronics in its rigid compartment and B) as conjoined robots dem-
onstrating that after ingestion, multiple MR-LFs could be assembled and actuated. C,D) Side-view image sequences of drug delivery with a modified MR-
LF and a modified MR-LF-S in a compliant, thin-walled tube (ID: 16mm, wall thickness: 0.05mm). Both robots descend into the water (36 °C) and deliver
blue dye to simulate drug delivery, then climb back out of the water on a slope (θ¼ 8°). For remote drug delivery (C), the MR-LF has a perforated
compartment containing a dye-filled dissolvable capsule. For catheter tip navigation (D), the soft MR-LF-S compartment is cast around flexible tubing
to demonstrate MR-LF-S with an internal lumen being used to guide continuum devices such as catheters and endoscopes. E,F) Top-view illustrations
(left) and angled view images (right) show bidirectional robot locomotion and turning in confined channels (ID: 19mm). Arrows in illustrations show the
trajectory of the robot. In (E), the robotmoves through a 180° bend, and in (F) the robot moves through a bifurcation with an angle of 30°. Scale bars: 10mm.
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facilitates the incorporation of payloads such as medications for
drug delivery (Figure 5C, andMovie S5, Supporting Information)
and can potentially provide storage space for tissue and fluid
samples acquired by the robot.[68,69] In the experiment shown
in Figure 5C and Movie S5, Supporting Information, the medi-
cation release is triggered by the temperature of the water envi-
ronment. The compartment in MR-LF readily enables the
integration of alternative triggerable release mechanisms[68,69]

for drug delivery at a specific target location. Further, though
not the focus of this study, we also show that multiple robots
can be assembled, similar to a previous study by Abbott
et al.,[38] by conjoining two MR-LFs with feet with opposite polar-
ity. Such capability suggests that the functionality is not limited
to a single dosage form, as multiple pills can be taken to further
increase functionality and payload (Figure 5B, and Movie S6,
Supporting Information).

We also demonstrate that the centralized compartment does
not compromise the robot’s bidirectional locomotion in water
(Movie S7, Supporting Information) and when moving between
water and air environments, even on a slope with an angle of 8°
(Figure 5C,D, Movie S5, and S8, Supporting Information).
Bidirectional motion is critically useful in a confined region
where reversing direction by turning in place is challenging such
as in the lumens of the human body. In addition, the MR-LF
design is able to overcome obstacles (Movie S9, Supporting
Information) and push obstacles in the lateral direction
(Movie S10, Supporting Information) as may be necessary in
confined and complex environments.

We also demonstrate that the MR-LF rigid compartment can
be entirely replaced with a soft material (“MR-LF-S”) without a loss
of locomotion characteristics (details in Supporting Information).
The design of MR-LF-S can incorporate an internal lumen, similar
to what was exhibited for an MR-DF design in a previous study.[38]

Indeed, tethering a continuum device (e.g., catheter) to the
MR-LF-S internal lumen can enable novel treatment and diagnosis
in a highly confined region. For instance, MR-LF-S can guide and
transport diagnostic tools (e.g., endoscope) or enable local delivery
of drugs (Figure 5D and Movie S8, Supporting Information).
Further, the entirely soft compartment suggests the future possi-
ble integration with prior works in 3D printing of soft magnetic
materials to create an entirely soft robot.[57,70]

Lastly, we demonstrate MR-LF’s ability to navigate turns and
bifurcations in confined channels (Figure 5E,F and Movie S11–
S12, Supporting Information). The turning is achieved by con-
trolling the position and orientation of the actuator magnet in
the x–z plane at ya¼ 11 cm such that the rotation axis is approxi-
mately perpendicular to the robot’s path. Importantly, MR-LF is
also capable of bidirectional locomotion in a confined lumen
where reversing direction by turning in place is challenging.
Specifically, as shown in Figure 5E, the robot starts at location
1 and moves forward around the 180° bend. At location 2, the
actuator magnet rotation direction is reversed such that the robot
reverses direction and moves backward around the bend to loca-
tion 1. Similarly, in Figure 5F, the robot moves forward from loca-
tions 1–2, backward to location 1, then forward through the other
side of the bifurcation to location 3. As demonstrated in the added
data, the turning and bidirectional locomotion capabilities can be
combined to enhance the navigation ability of MR-LF. Indeed,
building on these demonstrations, we anticipate that more

complicated robot trajectories could be achieved by controlling
the actuatormagnet’s position, orientation, and rotation direction.

3. Conclusion

The ability to integrate and transport active components such as
microelectronics in small-scale robots can impart functionality
into an otherwise passive construct. However, conventionally
manufactured components such as microelectronics are rigid
and planar parts that are challenging to integrate into existing
crawler designs without disrupting their intrinsic locomotion.
In this study, we demonstrated the creation of a centralized inter-
nal compartment for functional integration by localizing the body
flexibility of a flexible magnetic crawler. We then showed that the
centralized compartment enables MR-LF to be readily integrated
with a wide range of modular functional components and
payloads, such as commercial off-the-shelf electronics and medi-
cation, while preserving its bidirectionality and ingestible form
factor. We also showed a soft-bodied design with an internal
lumen that can steer a continuum device such as a catheter in
an endoluminal construct, for instance, to enable local delivery
of drugs or diagnostic tools. Ultimately, we envision that MR-LF
can address a broad range of unmet clinical needs by realizing a
highly functional ingestible system.

4. Experimental Section

Locomotion Experiments: In each locomotion experiment, the robot was
placed in a clear polycarbonate circular channel (inner diameter [ID]:
19 mm) with the robot center at x¼ 0, y¼ 0. For locomotion and bending
experiments, the cylindrical actuator magnet (DY0X0-N52, K&J Magnetics)
was located at a fixed position (x¼ 0, y¼ ya) with the south pole initially
pointing in the +x direction. Next, the actuator magnet was rotated by a
geared DC motor at a fixed voltage, producing a frequency of 2.0� 0.1 Hz
with rotation about the �z axis. Consistent with prior literature,[40] the
direction of robot locomotion is oriented away from the fixed location
of the actuator magnet (i.e., away from x¼ 0) to demonstrate the feasibility
of moving against the attraction forces between the robot and actuator.
Five trials were performed for each robot across ya offsets from 9 to
15 cm. Displacement was measured by tracking the center of the robot
from a video recording of the test (Canon EOS 80D, frame rate:
29.97 fps). Displacement was calculated every 15 frames or approximately
one measurement per step. The initial speed was calculated by dividing
the total displacement in the first ten steps by the number of steps.
For variable-mass experiments, weight was added inside the rigid com-
partment of MR-LF. Variability in locomotion test results could be due
to several factors, including slight variations in robot starting position
and magnet rotation frequency and minor fabrication defects. To reduce
potential data bias from possible imperfections in the robot’s feet, the
channel and robot were rotated about the x-axis between trials so different
portions of the foot were in contact with the floor.

Robot Fabrication: Robots were cast in 3D-printed molds (Form3,
Formlabs) from addition-cure silicone (Dragon Skin 10 Medium,
Smooth-On) with pigment (Silc Pig, Smooth-On) added to aid visualiza-
tion. Separate molds were used for the MR-DF, MR-LF, and MR-LF-S
designs. Before casting, the molds were coated with a release agent.
The silicone was mixed at a 1:1 ratio (w/w, parts A:B) in a planetary cen-
trifugal mixer (AR-100, Thinky) for 60 s at 2000 rpm and then injected into
the molds using a syringe and dispensing tip. After casting, magnets
(R422-N52, K&J Magnetics) were glued into cavities in each foot using
a silicone adhesive (Sil-Poxy, Smooth-On) and cured overnight.
Magnets were aligned coaxially with opposite polarity (i.e., both north
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poles pointing out). The two-part rigid compartment in MR-LF was 3D
printed (Form3, Formlabs), assembled, and placed into the MR-LF molds
before casting. The flexure was joined to the compartment by having sili-
cone from the flexure extend into a cavity at the end of the compartment
during casting. The overall length (25mm), foot diameter (12mm), and
foot length (5 mm) were the same for all robots. The body length and
diameter of MR-DF were 15 and 5mm, respectively. The body geometry
of MR-LF was as follows: flexible segment length 2mm, flexible segment
diameter 3.6 mm, compartment length 11mm, and compartment diame-
ter 8 mm. The compartment’s outer diameter was designed to be small
enough to prevent undesired contact between the robot body and channel.
The MR-LF-S had the same geometry as MR-LF and was fabricated with
the methods described above, except the feet, flexures, and compartment
were cast as a single unit from the silicone. Half-robot models for body
flexibility tests were fabricated using the samemethods as described above
using half-robot molds. The single magnet was glued (with the north pole
out) into the foot, and the midsection face was glued to a custom
3D-printed PLA mount using the silicone adhesive and cured overnight.
All full-robot models were fabricated with the same batch of silicone to
avoid variation due to material properties. Similarly, all half-robot models
were made from the same silicone mixture.

Body Flexibility Calculation and Experiments: To localize body flexibility,
calculations were performed to determine the MR-LF geometry that
would yield the same foot flexion as the MR-DF design while limiting
the bending in MR-LF to a small region, or flexure, near each foot. The
length of the MR-LF flexure was chosen as 2mm to avoid contact between
the foot and compartment, and the diameter was determined using canti-
lever beam equations. The robots were modeled as a cantilever beam with
the midsection fixed and a constant torque applied to the free end, with the
assumption that bending was symmetric on both sides of the robot and
resulted from a uniform torque applied on the robot foot. For the MR-DF
design, bending was assumed to occur across the entire half-body length
(7.5mm), whereas for the MR-LF design, the compartment was assumed
to be rigid so bending only occurred in the MR-LF flexure (length: 2mm).
By setting the maximum bending angle of each case to be equal, the diam-
eter of the MR-LF flexure was calculated to be 3.6mm.

To evaluate the effect of localized flexibility on the overall body flexibil-
ity, experiments were performed using physical half-robot models
mounted with the midsection face at x¼ 0 in the magnetic field created
by the actuator magnet (Figure 2B; magnetic field plots in Figure S1,
Supporting Information). Body flexibility was determined using the maxi-
mum and minimum foot flexion angles for the designs. Foot flexion was
measured from a video of the half-robot models being actuated through
three rotations of the actuator magnet. The θa data in Figure 2 and S2,
Supporting Information, were adjusted to represent θa during a represen-
tative rotation of the actuator magnet.

Functional Integration and PayloadTransportation Experiments: To dem-
onstrate functional integration and payload transportation enabled by
MR-LF, experiments were performed using procedures similar to the
locomotion experiments. To demonstrate bidirectionality, the rotation
direction of the actuator magnet was reversed mid test. Obstacle traversal
was demonstrated in a larger channel (ID: 25.4 mm) with an obstruction
made from a clear adhesive gel-like putty (Clear Museum Gel,
Quakehold!). Obstacle pushing was performed using a robot with a mass
of 3 g and a cylindrical PLA obstacle with a mass of 15 g. Untethered drug
delivery was demonstrated using food dye in a gelatin capsule that was
placed within a perforated rigid compartment of an MR-LF. The demon-
stration showing catheter navigation was performed by injecting food dye
through flexible tubing (TND80-010, Component Supply Co.) that was cast
through the center of anMR-LF-S. Water tests were performed at 36 °C and
involved robots moving within a thin, flexible plastic tubing (LDPE Poly
Tubing, ID: 16mm, thickness: 0.05mm) suspended in an open configu-
ration between two supports. For the demonstrations in Figure 5A–D, the
actuator magnet was located at a fixed position, and rotation occurred in
the +z or �z direction. For the demonstrations in Figure 5E,F, the robot
was turned by controlling the position and orientation of the actuator mag-
net in the x–z plane at ya¼ 11 cm such that the rotation axis was approxi-
mately perpendicular to the robot’s path.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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